ANTSSYS - 321
By Daryl Guppy

ANTSSYS-321 is part of the ANTSSYS Trading Suite of indicators. It is used
for trading short term moves in the FX market and Index Futures.
APPLICATION
The ANTSSYS-321 trading system is designed to let traders capture short
term moves in the market. This is the system that will yield the most results over
the course of using the system. It is designed to use confirmation of trend direction
over multiple time frames, along with the ANTs entry signals and a volatility based
stop loss to protect trading capital. With confirmation of trend direction on a long
term, medium term and short term charts we are then able to look for the Guppy
relationships and a classic Guppy Trend Breakout Pattern. This is confirmed with
the firing of ANTs signals in the correction direction. This puts the probability of
trend direction firmly on our side and gives us the confidence to get into the
position. The volatility based stop loss of the Traders ATR ensures that trading
capital is protected and allows us to maintain a risk rewards ratio between 2:1 and
3:1. This system is designed to give traders the gradual and regular cash flow
required to trade for a living. This system has a take profit point of 30 pips, with a
further exit condition – if price moves above 20 pips but fails to reach 30, we exit at
10 pips of profit. This is designed to ensure that trader capture profits in the
majority of circumstances. Taking 30 pips a day traders can realistically achieve
500-600 pips a month profit.

TACTICS
 Wait for confirmation of trend direction across all three timeframes
 Enter on Guppy Breakout Pattern and ANTs entry signals
 Use Traders ATR stop loss until further exit conditions are met
 Take profits when price has reached 30 pips of profit
 If price fails to reach 30 pips but has moved above 20 pips, exit trade at 10
pips of profit
RULES
 Trade in the direction of the Long Term Chart
 Wait for confirmation of trend direction on the Medium Term Chart that
matches the Long Term Chart
 Wait for trend confirmation on the Short Term Chart that matches the
Medium and Long Term Charts
 Look for Guppy Breakout Pattern in the FastGuppy and SuperGuppy
 Enter on ANTs entry signal within the Trade Zone in the direction of the
confirmed trend
 Exit at 30 pips profit
 If profit moves above 20 pips but fails to reach 30 pips, exit at 10 pips
ADVANTAGES







Captures 10 to 30 pips a trade
Aim to make 30 pips a day to achieve 600 pips for an average trading month
Volatility stop loss ensures a risk reward ratio between 2:1 and 3:1
Triple trend direction confirmation greatly reduces risk of failure.
Has a high rate of success due to confirmation signals coupled with ANTs
entry and volatility stop loss

DISADVANTAGES
 Doesn’t capture exact turning points
 Doesn’t capture extended trend movements

